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Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) have the potential to produce energy from wastewater. However, they are far
from ready to be applied into industry. The development of large and pilot-scale systems to harness energy and
value-added chemicals is widely regarded as one of the greatest research challenges in this field. There are
several reasons for this: i) they are expensive, ii) they are difficult to engineer, iii) the data that can be derived
from them is often limited, rarely in duplicate, and is disproportionate to the time commitment. Given these
restrictions, systematic reviews of large and pilot-scale systems can be helpful in determining the direction of
future research. These reviews need to standardise very different reactor set-ups, operational conditions, and
methods of reporting data. Here we present an analysis of the energy production from semi-pilot and pilot-scale
BESs, and benchmark their performance against existing wastewater treatment. The parameters used include
complexity of wastewater; chemical oxygen demand (COD) loading rate; conductivity; reactor depth; volumetric
treatment rate; effluent quality; energetic treatment balance; and temperature. We find that factors which are
perceived to be problematic, such as low conductivities and temperatures, have been overcome by BESs at pilotscale, and that these systems have met the regulatory requirements for discharge standards. We identify reactor
depth and volumetric treatment rate as the areas for future research to focus on. The first of these issues will need
an engineering solution, while the second is likely to come from improved understanding of the complex mi
crobial digestion pathways. Material science may help both. Importantly, these pilot studies have shown that
renewable energy production from wastewater is possible, and with targeted future research, could become a
reality.

1. Introduction
Increasing demands for energy and water are the biggest issues to
threaten both human health and the ecosystems we depend on [1], with
fossil fuel consumption increasing by 1300 times in the last 200 years
[2]. With a continuing global population rise, the world’s energy re
quirements are predicted to increase by 28% by 2040 [3], and water
demand is predicted to increase by 30% by 2050 [4]. There is a pressing
need to drastically change this situation; the solutions will need to be
widespread and far-reaching. All aspects of the way humans interact
with the planet on which we reside will need to be considered, and re
ductions to their energetic costs made. One such area that has the po
tential for radical change is the treatment of domestic wastewater.
Current methods of wastewater treatment, developed in the 1900s [5],

are energy intensive, accounting for as much as 3% of electricity con
sumption in developed economies [6]. Furthermore, 80% of the world’s
wastewater goes untreated into receiving waters [7]. This scenario is
neither sustainable nor affordable for the world’s growing population in
a time of increasing energy costs. However, human waste contains en
ergy locked up in its organic molecules [8]. Harnessing some of this
energy whilst also treating the waste would transform this part of the
human environment interaction.
When rediscovered in the early 2000s, the technology of Bio
electrochemical Systems (BESs) seemed to offer this much needed
transformative step, producing easy to use electrical energy directly
from treating wastewater. Research in this field exploded, moving from
13 papers in 2000 to 11,418 in January 2020 (based on Scopus search
term on Bioelectrochemical Systems OR Microbial Fuel Cells, which was
an early and frequently used term for a type of BES). Yet despite this high
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generated in AS enters an AD reactor, where yields are around a tenth of
aerobic yields [30,31]. Therefore, of the initial 100% COD, 60% is lost as
CO2 in the AS process, 1.6% ends up as AD sludge, and 38.4% is avail
able for energy production i.e. methane, which must be combusted to
yield energy. So although AD is a highly efficient process, it recovers
energy after the energetically expensive AS process has taken place. The
costs of AS are two fold: firstly the input of energy for aeration, and
secondly the loss of approximately 60% of the wastewater’s energy as
CO2. Thus replacement of the AS with an anaerobic process would lead
to substantial energy savings and potential energy gains.
Lower energy wastewater treatment options exist and are effective.
Trickling filters flow wastewater through a porous media, and aerobic
conditions are created by using a large area and allowing natural
ambient levels of oxygen in the air to access the bacterial biofilm. They
are a simple low-cost wastewater treatment technology, with high
removal efficiencies of up to 90% of the influent BOD [32], and low
energy cost of 0.15–0.4 kWh/m3 [33]. However, they require a larger
land surface area than AS, typically 10 times higher due to a much
longer hydraulic retention time (HRT) (24 h [34]) and smaller depth
(0.9–2.5 m deep [35]), and so are often unsuitable for areas with a high
density urban population [36,37]. Rittman and McCarty [38] report the
surface area treatment rates in a trickling filter are at around 0.033
kgBOD/m2∙day. Comparatively, using a volumetric treatment rate for
AS of 0.6 kgBOD/m3∙day, and assuming a 3 m deep tank, the equivalent
for AS is around 1.8 kgBOD/m2∙day. Clearly there will be some site and
waste stream specific issues, but there is a substantial difference in the
space requirements. Additionally, poor removal of nitrogen and phos
phorous often make AS a more desirable option [39]. Wastewater sta
bilization ponds are also able to effectively reduce the pollutants and
toxins within wastewater. These anaerobic ponds are also low cost, with
removal efficiencies of up to 85% BOD [40,41]. However, due to depth
of 2.5 m and a retention time of >1 day, land requirements are again
high [41,42].
Classical AD recovers energy from wastewater by using microor
ganisms in the absence of oxygen to digest biodegradable matter,
recovering energy in the form of biogas (methane) [43]. Developed in
1895 in Exeter [44], this is a relatively simple and low cost method of
wastewater treatment with energy recovery, and treatment rates can be
as high as 65%, with loading rates of 1.0–3.0 kgVS/m3⋅day [45].
However, HRTs are between 5 and 40 days. AD is widely used for in
dustrial wastewater treatment, sludge treatment and for wastewater
treatment in warmer climates such as South America [46]. Unfortu
nately, this microbial process is impeded at low temperatures and with
dilute wastewaters. Research is developing and identifying bacterial
communities which are able to successfully treat raw wastewaters at
temperatures lower than 13 ◦ C [46–48]. However, currently AD is not
used for low strength domestic wastewater in the UK and other
temperate climates.
Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) are an alternative anaerobic
wastewater treatment technology which may overcome some of these
obstacles. A BES utilises electrochemically active microorganisms
(EAMs) capable of extracellular electron transfer. These microorganisms
oxidise organic pollutants and can directly produce electrical current via
electron transfer to a solid electrode. Electrons flow to a counter elec
trode or cathode via an external circuit; protons (H+) arrive via an ion
exchange membrane (IEM), and a reduction reaction can occur (see
Fig. 1). As a result, wastewater treatment is achieved due to the oxi
disation of pollutants, and simultaneously, energy is recovered due to
the current generation from the flow of electrons [49].
In relation to energy recovery from the treatment of wastewater
there are two main types of BESs: a microbial fuel cell (MFC) and a
microbial electrolysis cell (MEC). In an MFC, the cathode reduction re
action uses oxygen; water is produced as a waste product, and energy is
harvested in the current that flows in the circuit. An MEC operates under
completely anaerobic conditions, with the protons being reduced at the
cathode to produce hydrogen gas (H2) or other chemicals such as caustic
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amount of research, to the authors’ best knowledge, there are yet no
commercial or even large-scale operational BES units in existence
worldwide. As a point of reference, Annamox, a biological process in the
nitrogen cycle, was discovered in 1999; the first full scale plant was in
operation by 2002; and by 2013 there were at least 30 full-scale plants
[9].
BESs are a highly complex technology, combining electrochemistry
with microbiology and wastewater engineering. The strides forward in
understanding these systems, and the microbes that facilitate them, have
been significant and broad-reaching. These have been reviewed exten
sively in the literature for different reactor architectures [10–12]; anode
and cathode materials [13–15]; substrates used such as synthetic and
real wastewater [16,17]; pre-treatment methods [18]; and the opera
tional conditions of BESs [11,19]. In addition scale-up, and the prospects
for use with wastewater treatment, have also been covered in several
reviews [17,20–24]. Comparing each of the pilot studies published in
the literature to each other is important, especially as performance
criteria are often measured and reported differently. However, to un
derstand their readiness for application, we must compare their per
formance to the treatment technologies that already exist. This analysis
addresses this, simplifying and standardising the operational parameters
of each pilot-scale reactor onto a single diagram, in order to visually
illustrate the performance gap between BESs and the status quo.
In developed countries, activated sludge (AS) is the most commonly
used process for wastewater treatment by volume treated [25]. It utilises
the bacteria present in the wastewater, supplying oxygen via aeration to
encourage the oxidation of organic compounds into carbon dioxide. The
large amount of energy available to the bacteria in this aerobic digestion
leads to rapid growth, which in turn removes the organic matter at a
high rate. Once the organics have been removed the bacteria die and
sink, producing sludge. This technology has remained largely un
changed in the past 100 years, and although highly effective at meeting
discharge standards, aeration is energetically expensive, accounting for
around 50% of the total treatment costs [26].
The energetic treatment cost for AS is typically between 2.52 and 7.2
kJ/gCOD [27]; this energy is spent on aerating and cannot be recovered.
The energy content of domestic wastewater is estimated to be 16.1
kJ/gCOD [8]. This energy stored in the organic carbon present in the
wastewater is either released as CO2, or becomes part of the bacterial
cells that form the sludge. Recent developments at wastewater treatment
plants have seen an increase in the resource recovery from this sludge
through the use of anaerobic digestion (AD) [28,29]. However this only
recovers the proportion of energy in the wastewater that is driven into
this sludge. The typical yields in AS are about 0.4 g-COD-cells/gCOD
substrate [89], though this can be lower where systems are run with low
loading rates. This means that of the 100% COD entering the AS tank, a
maximum of 40% becomes new biomass or sludge, and 60% is ‘burnt’
with oxygen producing CO2 and is therefore lost. The biomass or sludge
2
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Fig. 1. A simplified schematic of a BES (A), and an illustration of how this design can be modified for scale-up to produce electrode cassettes (B) where the cathode
half-cell becomes a central compartment with the anodes either side. Multiple units or electrode cassettes can then be inserted into a tank of liquid.

soda. As the conversion of organic material to hydrogen is an endo
thermic reaction, energy needs to be supplied to the system for the re
action to proceed. For acetate to hydrogen this is 0.14 V; however, the
added potential also needs to overcome the system’s over-potentials,
which for small systems is > 0.2 V [10,50] and for larger systems can
be closer to 1 V [51,52]. As additional energy is added by applying this
potential, achieving net energy neutral treatment in an MEC requires the
energy recovered in the hydrogen to be higher than this input.
There is continuing debate over which is the best BES configuration
to use for energy neutral wastewater treatment. An MFC is technically a
simpler bioreactor. It requires no additional energy input, and it pro
duces energy directly in the form of electrical current, which although
limited in amount, is readily usable for lighting, pumping, or UV
disinfection. Pilot-scale MFCs have been successfully deployed in field
sites for the treatment of urine in source separated toilets [53] and in the
laboratory for combined wastewaters [54], and faeces [55]. The mul
tiple MFC cell stack design is of particular importance, and the feasibility
of this technology has been demonstrated in the UK [53] and Ghana [56]
for decentralised treatment of the urine component for wastewater.
The development of low cost MFC air cathodes has been critical to
this success; however, it is also the barrier to larger scale application. Air
cathodes require exposure to the air, meaning the space requirements
are likely to be large. The stacked MFC design used by Ieropoulos et al.
[53] at the University of West England involves boxes that are 70 × 30
× 16cm, with a volumetric capacity of 25 L, each containing 36 indi
vidual MFCs. The residence time of these boxes was at least 14 days. This
gives a hydraulic loading capacity of 0.008 m3/m2∙day. The hydraulic
loading of trickling filters is 4–10 m3/m2∙day for medium rate systems
[57], as these are typically 0.9–2.5 m deep [35]. Though the MFCs treat
urine only, and therefore are not directly comparable with wastewater
treatment, this means over 500 units would need to be stacked on top of
each other to reach the space requirements of a trickling filter, which
makes them too large for centralised urban wastewater treatment.
Assuming a 4 cm gap to allow air circulation, this would be a 100 m tall
tower. It seems unlikely that stacked MFCs would work for centralised
treatment, even without considering the complexity of wiring, tubing
and monitoring that this large number of small scale MFCs would entail.
Scaling up MFCs will require larger area cathodes [58]. An air cathode
size of 0.62 m2 has been reached, but the water pressure at a depth of
just 0.85 m is problematic [58].
An MEC overcomes this limitation as oxygen is not required at the
cathode. Instead, a small potential is added to drive different anaerobic
reduction reactions. This is usually the production of hydrogen, though
the production of caustic soda is also a possibility. The gravimetric

energy density of hydrogen (120 MJ/kg) makes it a highly efficient
energy carrier compared to methane (50 MJ/kg), gasoline (44 MJ/kg)
and ethanol (26.8 MJ/kg). It is seen as a clean, sustainable and renew
able fuel, producing zero carbon emissions [11]. If MECs can produce
this fuel from wastewater whilst also treating it, this could be a more
economically viable prospect than producing just electricity in an MFC
[23,59]. Therefore, only MECs have been chosen to be reviewed in this
paper.
If BESs are to achieve their “great potential to become an alternative
to conventional wastewater treatment” [23] they would need to replace
the AS process, currently the most prevalent wastewater treatment
method (by volume treated). It has been reported that the cost of
aeration can range from between 50% and 90% of the total electricity
used by a treatment plant [60], of which all would be removed when
operating a BES. Pumping costs are estimated to be around 7% [60],
although this is very site specific, and many sites are designed so the
wastewater flows downhill. As MECs are still a long way from devel
oping a commercially viable system, it is difficult to estimate the
pumping costs. In a scenario of much smaller stacked units, wastewater
would need to be pumped in multiple directions, and pumping costs
could be high. If they were retrofitted into the existing AS lanes, then
pumping costs for a BES will essentially be the same, though could be
offset to some degree if energy was produced. However in both cases the
pumping of the return activated sludge (RAS) will be removed (esti
mated as 2% of the total energy costs [60]), further reducing the energy
consumed (see Fig. 2). Additionally MECs produce less sludge than the
AS process [61], so this pumping cost, and in some cases the cost of
transporting this sludge to a treatment facility could be reduced.
This paper reviews the published work of pilot-scale MECs, and
makes an assessment of how close they are to practical implementation
via the replacement of AS. It is acknowledged for industrial application
that a thorough cost-benefit analysis and life-cycle assessment would
also be needed, but this is beyond the scope of this review, and covered
in detail elsewhere [27,37,59,62]. The methodology chosen to review
the different pilot-scale MEC reactors involves a direct comparison with
the operational parameters of typical AS plants. The first section of the
review identifies what these parameters are, derived mainly from text
books and legal standards, and the second half compares the pilot-scale
MEC studies available in the literature to these parameters. Conclusions
are then drawn as to which parameters we need to focus research effort
into in order to take this technology from a laboratory curiosity into an
industrial reality.
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Fig. 2. A flow diagram for a typical AS wastewater treatment plant, and the imagined positioning of a BES.

2. Operational parameters

Table 2
Summary of the parameters used as the Ideal System and their key references.

Wastewater treatment is a compliance based industry, and its aim is
to discharge ‘safe’ water. Safety is determined by regulatory standards.
In the EU, effluent quality needs to match EU (1991) discharge standards
[63] (Table 1). Globally there are slight differences in these guidelines.
For example, in the USA COD must be < 120 mg/L [64] and in China this
is < 60 mg/L [65]. Its infrastructure is typically built on 25–50 year
cycles. New technologies would need to robustly demonstrate that they
meet regulatory compliance, and would ideally fit into existing infra
structure to allow for less costly transition.
To determine the theoretical “ideal” conditions that the MECs would
be required to meet, this paper has used AS as a benchmark. As a
replacement technology MECs should: be able to treat the same types
and concentrations of wastewater (complexity and conductivity); be
able to treat them at realistic temperatures; be of a size similar to
existing infrastructure (reactor size/depth); be able to cope with the
volume and strength of wastewater at current treatment plants (organic
loading rate); be able to treat the wastewater to the desired discharge
standards (effluent quality and volumetric treatment rate); and be able
to do this using less energy (energetic treatment cost). The values for
these parameters are found in Table 2.

In order to replace or compete with AS, MECs must be able to
function with the complex nature of real wastewater. By this we mean
firstly that the mixture itself is complex as there are lots of components
in it which will vary with space and time. Secondly, these components in
the mixture will themselves be complex, for example long chain organics
that require multiple stages to break down. It will also contain trace
metal, chemical or pharmaceutical pollutants that may be impossible to
break down, or else they may be toxic to microorganisms. The issue of
long chain complex organics is of particular importance, as failure to
Table 1
EU 1991 Wastewater Treatment discharge standards.
Discharge standards

Units

BOD
COD
TSS
Total Nitrogen
Total Phosphate

25
125
35
15
2

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

Values Units

Wastewater
complexity
Substrate
conductivity
Organic loading rate
Depth
Volumetric treatment
rate
COD removal
Energetic treatment
cost
Temperature

≥90

no./L

≤1.25

mS/cm

Key references
Huang et al. (2010) [77]
Henze et al. (2002) [90]
3

≥1.67
≥3
≥1.25

kgCOD/m ⋅d
m
kgCOD/m3⋅d

≥75
≤2

%
kJ/gCOD

≤10

◦

C

Logan et al. (2008) [93]
Eckenfelder et al. (1998) [30]
Logan et al. (2008); EU (1991)
[30,58]
EU (1991) [63]
Pant et al. (2011); Li et al. (2014)
[27,98]
Ali (2019) [101]

break these down would lead to poor COD removal rates and therefore
non-compliance, as many of the other complex pollutants are not
currently regulated for. Thirdly the microbiology of wastewater is highly
complex, with 1015–1018 individual bacteria in an AS tank [66].
Assuming the most abundant species represents about 10% of the pop
ulation (NT/NMax = 10), this gives an estimated diversity of around
104–105 [67]. Some of this complexity will be helpful, providing the
food chain for complex organics; however, some may be detrimental or
competitive [68].
The complex organics which act as a bacterial food source in do
mestic wastewater include proteins, fats and carbohydrates [69]. These
organic compounds are typically digested in a food chain, with different
groups of organisms being responsible for different stages of this chain.
Velasquez-Orta et al. [69] suggests that the pathway to break down
these complex organic compounds within a BES is similar to AD, with
hydrolysis followed by fermentation. Hydrolysis breaks complex organic
molecules into simple molecules, and then these are broken down into
volatile fatty acids (VFAs) via fermentation. The final step however, is
not completed by methanogens but by electrogenically active microor
ganisms which convert acetate to CO2 and H+, and also transfer an
electron to the electrode. In AD some of these stages are known bottle
necks. Hydrolysis (when bacteria attempt to break down complex
polymers into simple sugars, VFAs and amino acids) is often the rate
limiting step [70], and subsequently research involving AD often per
forms pre-treatment techniques in order to boost this step [71–73].
Therefore, within an MEC, breakdown may be slow, or not even

2.1. Wastewater complexity

Parameters

Parameter
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possible, depending on the components of the wastewater. In small scale
MFCs at lab temperatures Velasquez-Orta et al. [69] determined the
combined rate of hydrolysis and fermentation was 0.0024 h− 1, whereas
the rates for both fermentation alone and acetate consumption were an
order of magnitude faster, 0.018 h− 1 and 0.017 h− 1 respectively.
The use of synthetic wastewater cannot replicate or model this
complex reality. The difference in running a system with real waste
water, compared to that of synthetic wastewater, is well observed [74].
In laboratory scale MFCs, Zhang et al. [75] reported coulombic effi
ciencies of 90% in acetate fed reactors, compared to 22% in identical
domestic wastewater fed reactors. At pilot-scale, Baeza et al. [52]
observed higher removal efficiencies but lower hydrogen production
when using glucose (36.8% COD removal, 0.028 m3 H2/m3⋅day) and
glycerol (26.3% COD removal, 0.015 m3 H2/m3⋅day) as compared to
domestic wastewater (6% COD removal, 0.031 m3 H2/m3⋅day) using the
same reactor. The reason for this higher production was not determined.
In order to make a comparison of different wastewaters and artificial
substrates, our method requires an actual number to be assigned for
complexity. For the purpose of this study we have chosen to use
complexity as the number of organic compounds present in the sub
strate. It is acknowledged that this does not account for complexity in
terms of variability over time and space, and may not account for the
recalcitrant nature of some individual components or the microbiology.
Detailed knowledge of the composition of wastewater is quite limited
[76]. Huang et al. [77] determined with GC/MS analysis that there were
at least 90 organic compounds within wastewater. Eriksson et al. [78]
found 900 compounds in grey water, ranging from trace hydrocarbon
pollutants such as oil and grease, to heavy metals such as manganese or
zinc. Real wastewaters from an industrial process such as food and drink
production may contain fewer and more simple compounds. Colin et al.
[79] found that ethanol, fructose and sucrose represented more than
90% of winery effluent. Synthetic substrates typically contain between 1
and 10 different compounds [52,80–82]. In this review the use of do
mestic wastewater with an MEC is given the value of 90 using the
number found by Huang et al. [77], which is the maximum, or ideal
value, for other substrates to be set against. For simpler wastewaters the
number of typical components are used as determined either in the
paper, or in other literature. For synthetic wastewaters we use the
number of components likely to contribute as a food source.

operating in an unrealistic and advantageous scenario.
2.3. Organic loading rate
The organic loading rate (OLR) is the rate at which the organic
content of the wastewater is supplied to the system. It is a critical
measurement in the design of a wastewater treatment plant. It takes into
account both the volume and strength of the wastewater that is treated,
and is calculated based on the flow rate and size of reactor (or HRT) and
the COD concentration of the wastewater (Equation (1)). It enables the
size of the tank required to be determined as follows:
Ks =

S
HRT × 1000

(Equation 1)

where S is COD concentration (mg/L), HRT is hydraulic retention time
(days), and Ks is OLR (kgCOD/m3⋅day).
Using an average COD of 500 mg/L for medium strength wastewater
[91], and an average HRT of 7.2 h (0.3 days) [92], an ‘Ideal’ OLR based
on AS has been determined at 1.67 kgCOD/m3⋅day.
This aligns with the typical loading rate for AS described by Logan
et al. [93] of 0.2–2 kgCOD/m3⋅day, or slightly above that described by
Rittman’s et al. [38] of 0.5–1 kgCOD/m3⋅day.
The ideal system needs to have a similar or higher OLR to the
treatment process it is replacing to allow it to sit on the same land
footprint. A lower OLR would possibly require the purchase of land and
building of new infrastructure, which would add a large cost to any
proposed change and may be prohibitive. In many of the papers
reviewed, the organic loading rate was not given, and sometimes the
influent COD of the substrate was not given either. In these cases an
estimate of the influent COD has been made using the average effluent
and COD removal rates. Calculation of the loading rate was possible
when a HRT was reported (see Supplementary Information for detail).
2.4. Reactor depth
With a retention time of 6–8 h, the size of the AS tank is governed by
the population it serves. As these can range from small towns to large
cities, the volume will vary hugely. To limit the need for large scale
modifications to infrastructure, new systems should be compatible with
the AS tanks currently in place. One of the biggest challenges in
advancing MECs is the scale–up of designs. Problems include lower
power densities, hydrogen production decline, cost increase, and
manufacturing [20,52,83,94]. Currently the biggest reactor operated
was 1000 L, with several others between 20 and 200 L; yet the majority
are less than 1 L. Most of the large-scale reactors have been modular in
design, with multiple electrode pairs within the same tank. At pilot-scale
the number of these units has ranged from 3 to 24 [89], yet this number
could be increased to fill the volume of a larger tank. Size of reactor, in
terms of volume, is therefore not such a useful comparison.
Although AS tanks come in a wide range of sizes they all have
approximately the same depth, typically between 3 and 6 m [30,95].
The depth controls the aeration efficiency, which can range from 0.5 to
1.5 kg O2/kWh when using a surface aerator [96]. They are designed to
be deep enough to maximise oxygen contact with the bacteria, yet not so
deep as to increase the head pressure and reduce the efficiency of the
blower [60,97]. The depth of the tank is therefore taken in this case to
represent the value of the ideal size the system needs to attain. Assuming
retrofitting of existing infrastructure, and that each electrode should
reach from the bottom of the tank to the surface, an ideal value of 3 m is
used. Depth will be critical to many of the issues relating to scaling
MECs. Manufacturing cassettes with dimensions of 3 m or over will be
difficult, and factors such as resistance, water pressure, turbulence and
sludge accumulation will also become more significant at this scale, and
may be difficult to predict based on smaller systems.

2.2. Substrate conductivity
Conductivity is the ionic flow through a solution; it is a measure of
the concentration of charged ions which are free to move in a liquid.
Wastewater conductivity is relatively low, ranging between 0.7 and 1.8
mS/cm. The limited number of ions which are free to flow increases
resistance and electrolyte Ohmic losses, reducing the current density
and lowering the electricity harvested [83]. In artificial wastewaters,
conductivity is augmented by adding buffers, such as a phosphate buffer,
typically in the range of 7.5–20 mS/cm [10,84]. An increased perfor
mance of 0.13–0.82 m3 H2/m3⋅day was observed by Verea et al. [85]
when the conductivity of the synthetic wastewater was doubled from
7.5 mS/cm to 15 mS/cm.
Systems using real wastewaters could be dosed with the same buffers
to artificially increase the conductivity and boost performance. How
ever, the cost for a large continuous flow reactor to be routinely dosed
with chemicals may be too high to consider for application to industry
[27]. The ideal system should therefore work with the typical conduc
tivity of wastewater. The reported values for these in the literature are:
1.80 mS/cm [86]; 1.25 mS/cm [52]; and 0.8 mS/cm [87,88] for do
mestic wastewater, and 0.7 mS/cm for winery wastewater [89]. Simi
larly, Henze et al. [90] reports for high strength wastewater a value of
1.20 mS/cm. A value of 1.25 has been selected in this study to represent
the ‘Ideal System’. If a reactor uses a substrate with a lower conductivity
than 1.25 mS/cm, it shows that it is successfully coping with greater
Ohmic losses, while a higher conductivity indicates the reactor is
5
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2.5. Volumetric treatment rate

2.7. Temperature

The volumetric treatment rate is a measure of the ability for the
systems to successfully reduce the COD of the substrate to the required
concentrations, taking into account reactor volume, flow rate, substrate
strength, removal rate and effluent standards [38]. It gives a clearer
comparison between reactors that utilise different operating conditions.
A replacement system would not only need to cope with the organic
loading, as previously discussed, but also achieve national discharge
standards of <125 mg/L or >75% removal [63]. Therefore, taking the
calculated loading rate of 1.67 kgCOD/m3⋅day, a volumetric treatment
rate of 1.25 kgCOD/m3⋅day has been determined using the 75% removal
requirement [63]. VTR can also be calculated using Equation (2).

The temperature at which a biological treatment is run is a critical
parameter, but will also be highly variable across the world and with
seasons. Lower temperatures slow down biological activity (<20 ◦ C
[100]), and in the case of anaerobic digestion have been shown to be a
limiting factor [100]. In both the USA and UK winter temperatures will
reach below zero; however, there is a latent heat within wastewater
caused by biological activity. Average wastewater temperatures recor
ded in the UK are in the range of 10–25 ◦ C [101]. The value of 10 ◦ C is
used as the ideal as this is the most challenging temperature these sys
tems might face.

VTR = 

CODr
HRT × 1000

3. Research method

(Equation 2)

Rose diagrams are used to standardise and visualise a series of
metrics about the performance of a system which may be of differing
scales and dimensions. They are commonly used in the computer game
industry, for example to plot the speed, manoeuvrability, acceleration,
and cost of a racing car. They can also be a powerful data visualisation
method in research [102]. The multiple parameters are presented in a
circular plot where the centre value is the ‘worst’ and the outer circle the
‘best’ (these values could be high or low). The proportion of the petal
filled in gives an indication of how good the unit is in that parameter;
with all petals filled in they give a quick impression of the total per
formance across the multiple parameters. In this study, they are used to
show the performance of each of the pilot studies, by indicating how far
they are away from the operational parameters they need to meet in
order to replace AS (Fig. 3).
For each pilot study used, the values for each of these parameters are
taken directly from the paper, or calculated or estimated based on the
information contained within them (Fig. 4). In some cases the values
have been re-calculated and are different from those directly in the
paper, in order to ensure the method for calculation is comparable across
the studies (see Supplementary Information for details). The values for
each of the studies are then shown as a shaded section of the rose petal.
Where data is entirely absent from the paper and cannot be reasonably
estimated or calculated, the entire petal is removed. In a perfect situa
tion all petals of the rose would be fully shaded. Each rose petal is scaled
using the parameters in Table 3. In most cases the inside of the petal is

where CODr is COD removed (mg/L), HRT is hydraulic retention time
(days), and VTR is the volumetric treatment rate (kgCOD/m3⋅day).
2.6. Energetic treatment balance
The AS process uses energy to power the air blowers that aerate the
tanks. The amount of energy can be calculated per gram of COD
removed, giving the energetic treatment cost. This value will be highly
variable based on the individual equipment and the aeration regime
used at different wastewater treatment plants. Pant et al. [27] deter
mined that the energy consumption for AS lies in the range of 0.7–2
kWh/kgCOD removed, which converts to 2.52–7.2 kJ/gCOD removed,
and Li et al. [98] reports 1.08–2.1 kJ/gCOD. We chose the value of 2
kJ/gCOD as an ambitious but realistic target.
For each pilot study reported, the energetic treatment balance is
calculated by first determining the energy costs (Equation (3)), and then
the energy gains (Equation (4)) from the hydrogen produced using the
following calculations.
Energy Cost:
/
(V × A) × 86.4
kJ gCOD =
gCOD/day

(Equation 3)

Energy Recovery:
LH2 
×  Reactor  Volume  (L) ×  H2 %  × Hm2 3kg × H2kgMJ
/
L.day− 1 
kJ gCOD =

gCOD.day− 1

(Equation 4)
Where gas has been recovered, the energy content of this has been
calculated and compared to that of grams of COD removal. Volumetric
densities used for methane and hydrogen are 0.656 kg/m3 and 0.0898
kg/m3 respectively, with energy densities (higher heating values) of
55.6 MJ/kg CH4 and 142 MJ/kg H2 [99]. The energy balance is there
fore the difference between the cost and recovery of kJ to remove 1 g of
COD.
The energetic treatment costs is an important parameter as it takes
into account the OLR, the efficiency of COD removal, power input, and
energy recovered as a usable product. In theory MECs should be energy
positive. Successful reactors will offset this cost by energy recovery from
gas production i.e. they should produce energy per gram of COD
removed. The pilot studies reviewed may not achieve this; however,
they may still have a lower energetic cost than AS.
It is noted within these costs that pumping the wastewater is not
considered. It is likely that this may be similar between AS and an MEC,
if a desired treatment capacity is similar. It is also acknowledged that the
energy recovery from the gas may be an over-estimation; for example if
the gas needed separation, purification or pressurisation, then this
would add cost.

Fig. 3. An example rose diagram, the actual ideal values for each component
are written within each petal.
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zero, representing the very worst level of operation. For some of the
parameters (conductivity, temperature and energy balance) a smaller
number is desirable, and in this case the petals are scaled in the opposite
direction, again with the centre representing the worst level of opera
tion. In the case of the energetic balance, as described in section 2.5, two
ideal values are plotted. The outer boundary of the petal is the point at
which the MEC is energy neutral, as would be desirable, but the inner
dashed line is the energetic cost of AS. A shaded petal above this line but
below the outer limit is an MEC that has better energy costs than AS, but
is not yet energy neutral. Full details of the scaling are given in Sup
plementary Information.
The term ‘pilot-scale’ is used differently among different studies, as is
the word ‘scalable’. Pilot-scale, or scalable reactors should be of a design
which has the potential to be scaled; to use real wastewater; to be
operated outside the laboratory; and to be continuously flowing. Wang
et al. [103] analysed the language used in BES research and found that of
all the articles with ‘scalable or pilot-scale BES’ in the title, only 13.8%
meet the above criteria. San–Martin et al. [61] and Sugnaux et al. [104]
also review work on pilot-scale BES, and discount all pilot studies which
operate solely in batch mode. For our review we have selected to use
only those studies which use continuous flow, are at a scale over 0.01 m
in height and run over a greater length of time than 1 month. This gives
us twelve pilot studies in total.

the metabolic pathways in BES will be vital for their successful appli
cation. Increasing the efficiency of which waste organics are converted
into products will increase both treatment and resource recovery.
4.2. Substrate conductivity
The use of real, non-supplemented wastewaters in most of the studies
means that the conductivity was of a level found in real wastewater,
though there is inherent variability in wastewater from different places
and of different concentrations. In the case of the pilot reactor by Hei
drich et al. [86], wastewater conductivity was higher than the ideal
wastewater value at 1.80 mS/cm. This is possibly due to the use of raw
wastewater, whereas other studies used effluent from primary settle
ment [52,87,88,94,107]. Escapa et al. [20] also used primary effluent
but this had a conductivity similar to the raw wastewater, showing the
inherent differences in wastewater taken from different areas. In the
study by Heidrich et al. [86], the energy recovery was high, reaching the
energy neutral level, which may suggest this higher conductivity infer
red an advantage by reducing resistance loss. However, this was also
achieved by Cusick et al. [89] who had a conductivity lower than 1.25
mS/cm.
Only four of the pilot studies reviewed had a conductivity higher
than that which would be needed in our ideal system. Carmona-Martínez
et al. [81] used saline water. This conductivity was in an order of
magnitude higher than those other studies, being in the range of 9 S/m,
but this did not produce better performance in other areas such as en
ergy recovery. Luo et al. [82] used a synthetic medium with 1.70 mS/cm
conductivity, and did have high energy recovery. However, this was
lower than the real wastewater used by Heidrich et al. [86] and Escapa
et al. [20]. In this case, the use of acetate may have been of greater
significance.
In the study by Cusick et al. [89] there was an addition of a phos
phate buffer, and average conductivity was 1.80 mS/cm. During boiler
water dilution this was 0.70 mS/cm. Interestingly, it was reported that a
decrease in conductivity had little to no effect on the reactor perfor
mance. Similarly, Tartakovsky et al. [110] noticed only a minor impact
on MEC performance when conductivity was dropped from 15 to 9
mS/cm. However, Verea et al. [85], observed that an increase of 7.5
mS/cm to 15 mS/cm resulted in hydrogen production rates of 0.13–0.82
m3 H2/m3⋅day respectively in an acetate fed reactor.
Application of this technology cannot rely on the artificial supple
mentation of conductivity, as this would be too costly to achieve with
high volumes of liquid. It is possible that this technology could be tar
geted only at wastewaters from certain industry, which already have
high conductivity or salinity; however this would be a very small mar
ket. From the studies reported here it is seen that lower conductivities do
not automatically mean lower performance, and that MECs can function
with the increased resistance caused by the conductivities experienced
in real wastewaters. Advances in material science and reactor design to
overcome these resistances may be a better solution to the low ionic
conductivity. Supplementing conductivity with a buffer is not likely to
be a cost effective or practical solution for large-scale treatment, and nor
does it seem necessary.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Wastewater complexity
Nine out of the twelve studies have a complexity value as good as
that needed to replace AS. Additionally, all of these studies use real
domestic wastewater, therefore the other complexities, (not simply the
number of constituent parts as discussed in Section 2.1) will have been
overcome. It is clear that although there may be reduced performance
with wastewater, which has been well documented in laboratory studies
[108], this is not preventing pilot-scale MEC reactors from working. The
rose diagrams show that the MEC pilots which operate with real
wastewater do not have generally lower performance in the other sec
tions than those operated with synthetic substrates or simpler
wastewaters.
The pilot study by Cusick et al. [89] was also run on real wastewater
from a winery. It is important as industrial wastewaters such as this
might be an easier entry point for commercialisation of MEC technology.
Analysis of the constituent parts of this wastewater was not given, but
Mosse et al. [109] lists an average of 26 different organic compounds in
10 different winery wastewaters, and therefore this value is used. This
pilot study demonstrates the applicability of MECs for industrial
wastewaters as well as domestic or municipal wastewaters, as has been
reviewed elsewhere [108].
Only two of the pilot studies use synthetic wastewater [81,82] and in
both cases acetate is used as the sole carbon source. In the case of Car
mona-Martínez et al. [81] this coincides with good performance in terms
of energy recovery, OLRs and VTRs; however, the use of saline condi
tions may have been the cause for this. The performance of the other
reactors which were fed synthetic wastewater was similar to studies
using real wastewaters. The use of synthetic substrates is sometimes
justified on the basis that it allows the reactor to function better, and
therefore enables greater understanding and optimisation, which can be
the case at a laboratory scale. However, this review suggests that the use
of real wastewaters is not the limiting factor in pilot systems.
Applications of BES for wastewater treatment will rely on their
ability to treat complex mixtures of organic compounds. Even relatively
simple wastewaters which are high in sugar, such as winery waste have
different and complex components [79] that require multiple stages of
digestion by different organisms. It is clear from the low conversion
efficiencies in the pilot studies examined, that these complex waste or
ganics are not all transferred to current. Understanding and optimising

4.3. Organic loading rate
The organic loading rate gives the value of the amount of organic
substrate that the reactor receives per day, and is a balance between the
influent COD and the HRT. In nearly all the pilot reactors, the OLR is
considerably lower than that of the ideal system. This means that reactor
infrastructure, were this to be built to scale, would need to be consid
erably larger than that currently used for AS. This is likely to be very
costly, and may not be feasible, especially in urban settings. It therefore
represents a critical area for improvement, and should be a focus for
future pilot studies.
The ideal OLR is based on a COD of 500 mg/L, which is higher than
7
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Fig. 4. Rose diagrams to compare the operational performance of each pilot-scale MEC against the parameters for AS as indicated by the outer edge of the rose petals.
In the case of Energy balance the dotted line represents the level for AS. The outer petal is an energy neutral system, as would be the aim with an MEC.
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Fig. 4. (continued).

500 mg/L, the fast HRT of 5 h resulted in a OLR of 1.67 kgCOD/m3⋅day.
Although decreasing the residence time of the substrate has been shown
to decrease COD removal [106], Cotterill et al. [87] still achieved
average effluent to match discharge standards at this speed. Gil-Carrera

many of the influent CODs used in the pilot studies. This means even in
those with a HRT approximating that of AS (i.e. 8 h) the OLR was the
same or lower. The only pilot study that achieved the necessary OLR was
Cotterill et al. [87]. Here, even though the influent COD was lower than
9

22.0
9.51
0.55

4.4. Reactor depth
Cusick et al. [89] used the biggest reactor to date [61], with 24
modules containing 6 electrode pairs each. The electrodes in this reactor
were 0.7 m high, which is one fifth of the minimum 3 m needed. In this
study, performance was compared to small-scale laboratory reactors
(2.5 cm high), which were run in the same conditions, and it was found
that the estimated possible current density was 44% less. The authors
attributed this to changes to the reactor design, specifically the use of
stainless steel mesh compared to platinum carbon cloth cathodes.
However, greater resistance and the relatively slow start up were also
mentioned. If the reactor increased to 3 m in height, it is expected that
further loss in performance would occur. If this was at the same rate seen
between the laboratory and pilot-scales, this would cause failure.
Heidrich et al. [86] adopted a different design, and reported the size
of the electrodes as 0.2 m wide by 0.3 m high, 10 times smaller than
would be needed to fit into AS tanks. The electrodes for Cotterill et al.
[87] and Baeza et al. [52] were based on the Heidrich et al. [86] design,
but were 0.8 m and 0.46 m high respectively. Cotterill et al. [87]
operated 1 m2 anodes, in the dimensions of 1.2 m by 0.8 m high, which
makes them the second tallest electrodes to date. In this study a smaller
scale MEC in-situ was run alongside the larger one so that this scale-up
can be directly compared. Increasing the size of the electrodes by 16
times did not have a detrimental impact on current density or other
performance metrics, though hydrogen production was reduced. How
ever, microbial contamination of the cathode chamber was the likely
cause of this, rather than scale. The study did also highlight the unwieldy
and structurally weak design of the flat plate anodes at this size, sug
gesting that further scaling of this design may not be possible.
The largest electrodes used in a pilot study to date was in the study by
San-Martín et al. [88], which used 0.98 m deep x 0.48 m wide anodes.
Although modular, these had a different design than previous reactors in
which the cathode chamber was equally as large as the anodic, and the
wastewater was recirculated through both chambers to facilitate deni
trification and the subsequent conversion of nitrite to molecular nitro
gen. These could still be placed within an AS tank, although
modification to the design might present some difficulty in order to keep
each chamber sealed. As these are the largest electrodes, they are the
closest to fitting the ideal scenario. When operated as a MFC, the author
comments that power densities were much lower than similar smaller
lab scale designs (0.06 mW/m2 from 0.47 m2 anodes compared to
3.6W/m2 from 0.005 m2 anodes [111]).

1
2017 [82]

1.70

0.20

n/a

0.12

61

0.04
6.60
0
1.16
1.34
1.34
0
0
2.65

− 8.95

9.9
22.0
22.0
23.0
20.0
20.0
19.2
25.0
37.0

et al. [106] also had a fast HRT of 4 h, but only achieved an OLR of 0.67
kgCOD/m3⋅day, due to the very low strength wastewater (COD of 112
mg/L).
In the pilot studies with a low OLR, the low rate was often due to a
longer HRT than is typical in an AS plant. With the high strength
wastewater used in the Cusick et al. [89], a reduction from 1 day to an
18-h retention time would see it fit with the ideal OLR. Baeza et al. [52],
Heidrich et al. [86] and San-Martin et al. [88] used similar strength
wastewater to the average value, and so would need to reduce the HRTs
down to 8, 5.8 and 5.8 h respectively. However, the rest of the studies
[20,82,88,94,107] used a wastewater or synthetic equivalent with
values much lower than average wastewater. These would have to
operate at a retention time of less than 5 h, and in cases such as
Gil-Carrera et al. [106], as low as 1.5 h. This may well impact the
diffusion of substrate into the biofilm layer and reduce performance, and
it could also cause biofilm detachment. Simply reducing the retention
time will most likely reduce the removal rates and worsen effluent
quality (as shown by Gil-Carrera et al. [107]), although the study by
Cotterill et al. [87] shows that the HRT can be faster than in AS. Most
reactors in the study were only run at one single HRT. Therefore, opti
mising the HRT would be a valuable step forward in understanding how
this technology fits with existing infrastructure, and where it might best
be applied.
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Paper

Table 3
A table of operational performances from each pilot-scale MEC reviewed. These have either been taken directly from the papers, or calculated based on reported values. Justification and calculations of each parameter can
be found in the Supplementary Information.
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a range in VTR of between 0.06 and 1.06 kgCOD/m3⋅day, the worst
performing reactor would need to be over 17 times larger than the best
performing reactor to treat the same amount of wastewater. Further
more, all the VTRs achieved by the pilot studies are lower than AS, so
more space would be required. This has a significant impact on their
applicability into existing treatment work, and would also add to the
material costs of the reactors. Understanding and defining the optimal
rate at which substrate can be transferred out of the wastewater flow and
into the BES biofilm will be vital in taking this technology forward. With
this value the correct size of reactor can be designed for the given flow
rate, and the costs accurately estimated.

The rest of the reactors were not modular, and so are not compatible
with an AS tank. Carmona-Martínez et al. [81] had a 20 cm high anode,
but at 1 cm thick, the scale-up to 3 m would be structurally difficult. The
remaining reactors used anodes and designs too small to be considered
able to scale-up to 3 m [82,94,105,106].
Depth may be a critical factor in the application of BESs. Existing
wastewater treatment technologies, even those with a large land foot
print such as treatment ponds and trickling filters, operate at depths
much greater than has been tested with these pilot systems. Stacking
multiple using on top of each other could be a solution, however, this
may be difficult to implement, and is likely to add to both building and
pumping costs. Pilot-scale demonstration of this technology over large
depths will be vital in understanding if this technology is suitable for
applications beyond those which are very small and localised. Research
at this scale is needed, as in addition to the practical issues of building
structurally sound electrodes to fit this size, there may be important
effects on the microbiology, thermodynamics, hydraulics and electro
chemistry caused by the pressure difference at depth.

4.6. Effluent quality
Volumetric treatment rate and effluent quality are highly connected.
Running the reactors at different retention times and measuring COD
removal would indicate at what point the system ran at peak removal
rates. Once this has been found, improving the efficiency of COD
removal at this loading rate would then help the reactor produce an
effluent quality closer to the ideal model of <120 mg COD/L, or a 75%
removal rate, while also fitting with the volumetric treatment rate of an
ideal system. As the organic compounds in the wastewater have to be
funnelled through the anode as current, the anode could be the
component that needs optimisation. There have been a number of anode
pre-treatment techniques used in order to make the system more effi
cient, including: heat treatment, chemical treatment and high temper
ature ammonia gas treatment [114,115], although these have been used
in the laboratory, not at pilot-scale.
Escapa et al. [20], Baeza et al. [52] and Heidrich et al. [86] had the
lowest COD removal, with average values of 15%, 25% and 30%
respectively. As these reactors operated longer HRTs than desired, but
still did not remove enough pollutants, a greater anode to volume ratio
to improve the loading rate may also benefit the treatment rate.
Increased surface area of the anode has been reported to increase both
current densities and subsequent organic degradation when using real
wastewater [116].
Those reactors which achieved discharge standards [87,88,105] all
used lower than average strength wastewater. Gil-Carrera et al. [106]
achieved discharge standards, but was run using a wastewater already
below 125 mg/L COD. Cotterill et al. [87] suggested that the low
influent COD was detrimental to the start-up and hydrogen production
of the reactor. Lower strength wastewater has been reported to limit
current densities and treatment rates [75]. Targeting an expensive
technology such as an MEC at a wastewater stream that needs minimal
treatment is unlikely to be viable. However, importantly, these studies
do show that MECs can continue to work down to low COD levels, and
that it would be possible with the correct volume of treatment space to
reduce COD from a loading of 500 mg/l to below 125 mg/l. Reactors
which achieved relatively high removal efficiencies, but not high
enough removal rates to achieve discharge standards, could be
improved by optimising HRT, anode surface area and reactor size.
To be successful for wastewater treatment applications, BES must not
only demonstrate that they are able to meet discharge standards, but
that they can also do this reliably and consistently. Variability in the
levels of performance in these systems to date [51,87] could be a sig
nificant problem. Initial applications of these technologies may be better
suited to places within the treatment works where full treatment in not
required, i.e. where they would be a pre-treatment rather than a fin
ishing step. They might also be better placed where the organic load is
high, and therefore the costs of building these reactors can be mitigated
by the reduction in energy cost of high COD removal via aerobic
digestion.
Currently in the UK and Europe, effluent quality is primarily focused
on removal of the organic load (through BOD, COD and total suspended
solids), and levels of Nitrogen and Phosphate. It is possible in the future
that these regulations will be extended to other pollutants such as metals

4.5. Volumetric treatment rate
The volumetric treatment rate is a similar parameter to OLR, and is
necessary in determining if the MEC could fit into existing infrastruc
ture. It is arguably more important than OLR as it is the actual amount of
wastewater that can be treated per unit area. Simply increasing the HRT
could result in optimal OLR as discussed above, but if the substrate or
wastewater is then moving too quickly through the reactor for the
substrate to diffuse into the biofilm, it will not treat it. Due to the
modular designs of the electrodes for some reactors, more could be
added into the tank, reducing the anode working volume but increasing
anodic surface area. This would reduce the retention time while
increasing the loading rate and increasing the ratio of the wastewater
which comes into contact with the anodes and the biofilm. Increased
anode surface area has been shown to enable greater COD removal, and,
subsequently, increased reactor performance [112]. Studies to optimise
HRT must be based on the volumetric treatment rate. If a critical HRT
can be found, which achieves similar removal efficiency (percentage
COD) but at a faster rate, this will boost the VTR. Recio-Garrido et al.
[113] used a combined bioelectrochemical–electrical model to investi
gate HRT on removal efficiency, removal rate and power production. It
was found that a retention time of 10.5 h was the optimum for COD
removal rates, and any higher resulted in the same effluent quality but
lower treatment rates.
The highest VTR is in Cotterill et al.’s [87] reactor. This reactor was
run on relatively low strength wastewater, but the authors did note that
COD removal efficiency was higher when the strength of influent COD
was higher. It is possible therefore that if this reactor was run with
higher strength wastewater, the target VTR may have been reached. The
treatment rate reported by Carmona-Martínez et al. [81], when the
reactor was fed 0.64 g/L of acetate, is also high (0.96 kgCOD/m3⋅day).
This reactor was also subject to increased loading rates up 6.4 g/L of
acetate. Although these values are not used in the rose diagrams, as they
are unrealistic in comparison to the concentration of acetate found in
wastewater, it shows that a VTR of 7.04 kgCOD/m3⋅day could be ach
ieved in this reactor.
All the other reactors had very low VTR, and the worst performing
reactors in terms of pollutant removal were Baeza et al. [52] and Escapa
et al. [20] with removal rates of 0.06 and 0.08 kgCOD/m3⋅day respec
tively. Baeza et al. [52] altered the HRT following the unsuccessful
pollutant removal. It was found that a 10-day HRT was needed. With an
OLR of 0.05 kgCOD/m3⋅day in order to reach 72% removal, this would
result in a VTR of 0.04 kgCOD/m3⋅day, 34.7 times lower than needed.
Volumetric treatment rate is arguably the most important parameter
for understanding the applicability of this technology in the wastewater
treatment industry. It encompasses the removal rates of the organic
pollutants, flow rates and reactor size. The pilot studies examined show
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and pharmaceuticals [6]. Investigating the ability of BES to remove
these other pollutants and harvest them as resource could offer a sig
nificant advantage of this technology over those currently available.

overpotentials on the anode would mean less energy input [12]. This
should be a goal of design modifications. Future research should also
target the efficient bioproduction of different products at the cathode
which may bring greater cost benefits. Defining a way in which to
incorporate this into the energy balance, for example by using the en
ergy offset by typical industrial production, will also be important.

4.7. Energetic treatment balance
Most of the reactors had an energy treatment cost that is lower than
AS, and some reached an energy neutral and even positive state. The
most cost efficient reactor to date in terms of energy recovery was the
reactor fed winery wastewater by Cussick et al. (2011). This had an
energetic treatment cost of 1.64 kJ/gCOD removed, less than typical AS
costs of ≤2.52 kJ/gCOD removed, and the energy recovered was 14.34
kJ/gCOD removed. This gives a net energy positive energetic treatment
balance of +12 kJ/gCOD removed, although this seems very high given
the energy value of 16.1 kJ/gCOD for wastewater, or indeed the value
for glucose of 14.6 kJ/gCOD [8]. The methane content produced was
much higher than the calculated stoichiometric conversion of current to
methane, and it is suggested that current was produced from COD
removal, while anaerobic digestion occurred separately. This would
most likely be due to the installation of the thermostat to heat the
wastewater to 31 ◦ C. The energetic cost of heating was not considered in
the balance. However, heating a litre of water by 10 ◦ C requires 41.9 kJ,
equivalent to the energy it would contain with a COD of 2600 mg/L.
Carmona-Martínez et al. [81] and Luo et al. [82] also achieved a positive
energy balance with 1.87 and 8.954 kJ/gCOD removed respectively.
However, in both these cases synthetic wastewater was used, with the
substrate being acetate.
In order to compare Heidrich et al. [86] with other papers, it was
necessary to recalculate the energy balance by only using one face of the
anode. This recalculation shows this reactor was also very marginally
energy positive, gaining 0.005 kJ/gCOD removed. Cotterill et al. [87]
used a similar but larger reactor design and had similar energy costs to
power the systems. However, due to the poor hydrogen capture this
reactor was not energy positive, and required a total net energy input of
0.69 kJ/gCOD removed. It should be noted that this is still less than AS.
Gil-Carrera et al. [105], Gil-Carrera et al. [106] and Brown et al. [94]
also all achieved energy balances less than AS, with 2.08, 1.8 and 0.874
kJ/gCOD respectively. In the studies by both Gil-Carrera et al. [105] and
Gil-Carrera et al. [106] the energy cost was higher than AS, but suc
cessful hydrogen recovery counterbalanced this. Baeza et al. [52] had
one of the highest energy costs, 7.84 kJ/gCOD, due to the 1.5 V potential
difference used. However, due to the high hydrogen production, and low
COD removed, the energy balance was still better than the AS compar
ison, with a value of 1.24 kJ/gCOD removed. The pilot project by
San-Martín et al. [88] also performed less well with respect to this
parameter. The gas produced comprised of a mix of methane, CO2 and
hydrogen but it was in such small quantities that virtually no energy was
recovered from the system. In the study by Escapa et al. [20], the
calculated treatment cost of 25.2 kJ/gCOD is the largest of the discussed
reactors (see Supplementary Information for calculations). Part of the
problem of addressing the energy balance in MECs is the consistency
with which terms are calculated and reported [103]. However, it has
been shown that even in these first pilot studies, where build quality and
conditions may not be optimal, energy neutrality can be achieved.
Actual application of BESs may however require a greater incentive
than energy neutrality. Even with advancements in finding low cost
materials, these reactors will be far more costly to build than the existing
technologies [62]. The ability for BES to harness reducing equivalents
from wastewater, and then convert these into products is the technol
ogy’s greatest asset. By manipulation of the cathode reaction it is
possible to produce different products that may have higher worth than
the energy value alone [98]. This means that they have the potential to
produce different things at different times, responding to industrial
need, market prices and incentive schemes. The energy balance remains
an important performance parameter, and future research should seek to
improve upon this, in particular by reducing the energy costs: lower

4.8. Temperature
The temperatures at which the reactors are run is critical if they are
going to operate under ambient conditions in temperate climates, as
heating raw wastewater on an industrial scale will never be viable.
Unfortunately the majority of pilot studies reviewed were either set up
in a laboratory, and were artificially heated, or both, operating at over
22 ◦ C. Only 2 have shown that MEC wastewater treatment can operate
all year round outside of the laboratory [51,87]. Heidrich et al. [86]
reports minimum and maximum wastewater temperatures of 8.5–27.0
◦
C for the influent, highlighting the large temperature range MECs will
have to cope with if placed on a wastewater treatment site. Cotterill et al.
[87] also operated a reactor at ambient temperatures, with the average
temperature during start-up being 9.9 ◦ C. It was discussed that this low
temperature could have been the cause of the longer than expected
start-up. Despite laboratory work showing a correlation between per
formance and temperature [117], seasonal variations in both of these
studies did not map significantly onto changes in performance. This is
likely to be due to other factors masking the relationship, as all bio
logical activity is affected by temperatures. Fully understanding this
relationship will be important in predicting reactor behaviour and per
formance, and it is possible they may have to run at an energetic and
financial loss in the winter and make this up in the summer.
Low temperatures are described as the Achilles heel in advancing
anaerobic digestion technology [100], and so a major advantage of
MECs over AD is their ability to operate at low temperatures. Gaining a
full understanding of this disparity, despite the similar food chains
involved could be vital in advancing not only BESs, but also low tem
perature AD. Initially application of this technology is likely to be in
places, or on waste streams, where there is a high energy load i.e. a high
concentration of organic matter, but where anaerobic digestion is not
possible. This may be on small-scale operations where heating is not
viable, or on the treating AD centrate which is too liquid to be fed into
the AD process. To advance the fundamental science of these systems,
and for their practical application, testing, validation and experimen
tation should be done in environmentally relevant conditions. In order
to develop a full understanding of the limits of BESs, research at the
pilot-scale (which aims to advance the technology toward application)
should be operated at representative temperatures for the UK, Europe
and North America.
5. Practical and policy implications of this study
Currently, MEC technology sits around the technology readiness
level (TRL) 5: there has been validation of the technology in a relevant
environment [118]. Future research should therefore seek to optimise
the performance, rather than just demonstrate it. Based on the analysis
of the different pilot studies, this paper has highlighted two key areas
required for BESs to become a competitive wastewater treatment tech
nology. Firstly, achieving the optimal volumetric treatment rates will be
vital in understanding the applicability of this technology. Previous
literature shows that increasing the organic loading rate can boost this
volumetric treatment [119]. This can be achieved either by increasing
the strength of the wastewater or by increasing its flow rate [120]. Each
of these modifications will increase the rate at which the organics within
the wastewater are supplied into the reactor, which in turn should boost
the rate of organic removal. Only by fully understanding and optimising
this mass transfer can the correct size of reactor be designed for the given
flow rate and the costs accurately estimated.
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Secondly, size also remains a significant problem. The largest MEC to
date was 1000 L, with a hydraulic retention time of 1 day [89]. This is far
from the size required at wastewater treatment operations. Many BESs
have therefore been designed with modular electrodes, multiple units
that can be placed in any existing tank. However, these existing tanks are
deep, and this depth is necessary to achieve treatment on the small land
footprint in urban areas. Designing an electrode that can span to the
depth of 3 m will need to overcome the effect that hydrostatic pressure
has on both the biofilm formation, the performance and the structural
integrity. It will also need to cope with the changes in the thermody
namic and kinetic properties of the biological and electrochemical
processes. Further research investigating these new reactor designs that
retain the same land foot print of existing assets is needed.
A further issue demonstrated in this research, and which has been
highlighted previously [23,121], is the standardisation of the design,
methods and the reporting of BESs. The data we present in this study
seeks to compare the performance of each pilot-scale study and the
parameters used in the wastewater treatment industry. However, com
parable information was often difficult to find within the research pa
pers, and in some cases was absent or had to be calculated from other
values given. If policy makers and industry promote this technology,
relevant data must be presented in a clear and systematic way. The
commercial implementation of these systems will depend not only on
their ability to meet with current and future wastewater treatment
regulations, but will also need to consider policy decisions, energy tar
gets, and carbon trade schemes [122]. If BES technologies are to reach
their full potential, researchers must not only provide the data to show
this is possible, but also present it so that it can be accessed by those
which will promote or implement these.
The barriers to bring this technology further from TRL 5 are not only
technical but also related to policy incentives for innovation. The strict
regulatory constraints on performance and the economics of water
utilities do not favour investments in technologies that cannot fulfil both
criteria straight away. However, the imperative of defining zero-carbon
pathways should benefit technologies able to reach this goal. BES
technologies fit in this category. Accordingly, there is strong argument
for R&D policies able to invest in deblocking the technical constraints of
BES technologies, and for utility regulatory frameworks that encourage
explorative applications in real settings, in order to bring them to
practice in the future.

of the metabolic pathways of waste organic digestion. Critically though,
in four out of the twelve pilot studies examined, the MECs were energy
neutral or even positive, demonstrating that energy recovery from
wastewater treatment using this technology is possible.
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